
WRITE A SHELL SCRIPT TO EXCHANGE THE VALUES OF TWO

VARIABLES INEQUALITIES

Code for Write a shell program to exchange the values of two variables in Unix / Linux / Ubuntu. echo Enter valuefor a:
read a echo Enter valuefor b: read b clear .

Other ternary operators so rare, that the conditional operator is commonly referred to as the ternary operator.
Listing 6. Division by 0 causes an error, but overflow does not. Arithmetic is done on integers. The elif
statement is very convenient. Using what you have learned so far, you could now build a simple calculator to
evaluate arithmetic expressions as shown in Listing 9. It is commonly referred to as the conditional operator,
inline if iif , or ternary if. You do not need to escape operators between and. After you learn about these, you
will learn about looping constructs and your toolbox will really expand. The let command can also execute
one or more arithmetic expressions. I would prefer always use.. Table 2. Note: there can be some exotic usage
of Testing pairs of files Operator True if -nt Test if file1 is newer than file 2. It is usually used to assign values
to arithmetic variables. Listing 7. Gotchas treats any strings as 0. You can combine tests that are allowed for
the test command using parentheses and logical operators. Octal and hexadecimal use the usual notation of a
leading 0 for octal and leading 0x or 0X for hexadecimal. Although the tests above returned only 0 or 1 values,
commands may return other values. Listing 9. Listing 5. It is now re-implemented and is available in bash.
Several other tests allow you to check things such as the permissions of the file. Listing 8. You may be
surprised to see the output of the type command for the mycalc function as shown in Listing  First of all
explicit declation and then usage of "normal" programming language notation implicitly means that you use
Listing 4. The let function has several possible options, as does the declare function to which it is closely
related. And that a gotcha that you need to be aware of: a space before equal sign confuses bash into thinking
that this is a function invocation.


